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BOOK REVIEWS

God's Country, Uncle Sam's Land: Faith and
Conflict in the American West. By Todd M.
Kerstetter. Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
2006. viii + 213 pp. Map, notes, index. $36.00.
Most studies linking region and religion
have looked at New England, because of
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Puritanism's impact, or the South, because of
the "Bible belt" image. A few have examined
the Southwest, mostly to analyze Spanish
influence in the age of colonial conquest.
Kerstetter's work, however, joins an increasing
number that focus on how region and religion
are intertwined in the West. That alone makes
it valuable.
Kerstetter uses case studies to probe the
interplay of three forces: the mythic West,
including the Great Plains, where notions of
rugged individualism shape popular understanding; religion, which sustains worldviews
manifested in behavior; and government,
which asserts its coercive power whenever
leaders perceive threats to what they believe is
the common good. He looks at the Mountain
Meadows Massacre directed against Utah
Mormons in 1857, then at the Wounded Knee
debacle that virtually eliminated the Lakota
Ghost Dancers in South Dakota in 1890, and
finally at the conflagration in 1993 in Waco,
Texas, that destroyed the Branch Davidians led
by David Koresh.
Essentially, Kerstetter demonstrates that
government officials appropriate a postEnlightenment conceptuality that sees religion
as only one sphere of life-with government,
economics, and such as separate spheres. They
therefore cannot grapple with worldviews
that make no such distinction-those of the
Mormons, Lakotas, and Branch Davidians. For
the Mormons, the issue was not whether polygamy violated social norms, but whether all of
life reflected the divine will. Ghost Dancers
correctly understood how U.S. Indian policy
undermined the plausibility of their integrated
world view, while for the Branch Davidians,
despite legal issues over stockpiling weapons,
an apocalyptic construction of reality mediated
by a charismatic leader dictated a total way of
life, not just a "Sunday-only" religion.
The mythic West seemed an ideal place
to live out these variants of tribal religious
consciousness. But in each case, government
officials believed that the behavior of the
groups strayed so far from whatever was defined
as socially accepted norms that intervention
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was necessary. In other words, there were
limits to the diversity that could prevail even
in the wide-open spaces of the Great Plains.
Government action invariably led to violence
and disaster, revealing how impressing codes of
behavior (which usually means restricting certain behavior) lapses into tyrannical assaults
on freedom. That freedom, after all, lies at the
heart of American democracy, not just the
myth of the West.
Kerstetter's well-written study unpacks how
devastating the conflict becomes when mythic
worlds-in this case those of region and religion-collide.
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